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In the presence of information asymmetry, commercial banks use credit rationing as a 
protective measure for balancing risks and profits, which seriously influences the effects of 
market credit resources in adverse. This dissertation bases on credit rationing theory and 
piratical data, concludes the interest and non-interest acting factors which infects commercial 
banks on credit rationing, mocks the process of commercial banks credit assessment, 
modeling the credit assessment by means of analytic hierarchy. By the model, the dissertation 
calculates the weighing coefficient of acting factors, analyzes the credit rationing preference of 
F branch of Bank of China Ltd., for the purpose of improving the credit structure. The 
dissertation asserts: credit rationing is a rational choice for commercial banks to maximize 
their profits. It’s also the procedure of commercial banks to analyze and measure several 
factors, and to balance the risk management comprehensively. In conclusion, F branch’s credit 
assessment values more the present economic situation and the prospect of borrowers’ 
industry than debt paying ability and credit of the borrowers. On the positive side, credit 
rationing contributes to prompt enterprises to make profits and to improve convening structure. 
On the negative sides, it not only results in wasting credit resource and causing low efficiency, 
but also may accumulate structure risk for commercial banks due to changeless preference. 
Therefore, for commercial banks, it’s of significance to recognize the macro and industry 
situation and to keep looking forward, in prevent of adhering to the existing credit assessment 
preferences. 
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图 1-1  管理架构的五个方面 
资料来源：迟国泰、郝君、秦学志. 信贷风险评价指标权重的两次收敛模型 [J].经济科学，1999,（4）: 99-104 
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